INTRODUCTION

45
A persistent problem in using Stated Choice (SC) methods is that respondents often adopt decision 46 processes that deviate from the assumption that individuals evaluate all the attributes presented in 47 a compensatory way. As recently summarized by Cherchi and Hensher (2015) , when respondents 48 are "presented with a complex task, it is likely that they show disengagement, adopting simplifying presented. If one attribute is much less important than the others to a respondent or its levels do 60 not vary over a range that matters enough to result in a trade-off for the respondent, the attribute 61 can be excluded from the decision process.
62
In an attempt to better understand how individuals make decisions, many researchers have is a promising area of research, but at the moment, these papers mostly look at different effects of 67 visual attention on the decision process. Eye movements can be a window into the human decision 68 process by measuring what visual information people fixate on (e.g., the price of a car), and making 69 a critical assumption that they are processing that information to make their decision (Koop and Khushaba et al., 2012) . In these studies, the 87 researchers focus on EEG power in different frequency oscillation bands. These bands can be used 88 to measure the involvement of some of the executive functions that play an important role in 89 decision making (Ward, 2003) ; for example, power in the 4 to 8 Hz oscillation range (theta) reflects 90 memory processes whereas power in the 8 to 12 Hz range (alpha) reflects attentional processes.
91
Higher oscillation frequencies reflects the binding of sensory and cognitive information (Spitzer 92 and Haegens, 2017).
93
In the current study, we aim to provide preliminary evidence that complex consumer 94 choices depends on cognitive processes and executive functions (Diamond, 2013 ) that may not be 95 fully captured by current SC approaches. To address this gap, here we combine the standard SC 96 experiment with EEG recordings while manipulating the cognitive demands of the task. Our study 97 is applied to the choice context of a car purchase between a petrol and an electric vehicle.
98
Respondents from a panel provider were asked to fill in a stated choice experiment online and a 99 subsample of these respondents were then invited to participate in an EEG study during which they 100 repeated the same SC experiment while we continuously recorded EEG signals from their scalp.
101
One strong assumption in the SC research, based on economics principles, is that respondents 102 evaluate all the attributes presented, weigh them, and compute an overall benefit for each 103 alternative they are given. Their stated choice is then predicted to be based on these benefits.
104
According to these models, choice behaviours would not depend on the cognitive demands of the 105 task. However, from a cognitive point of view, the stages in the decision process can be very 
Stated choice experiment
120
As mentioned before, the goal of this study was to investigate brain activity, as measured Respondents were also carefully selected to guarantee that the information provided were realistic 135 for them.
136
The levels of all the attributes were pivoted around the actual values of purchasing prices, An orthogonal design was built, accounting only for main effects, for a total of 16 choice 165 scenarios. Using priors available from previous studies, the scenarios were built and simulated 166 scenarios were built in a way to ensure that roughly in 8 scenarios the probabilities to choose EV 167 and ICV were within 39% and 59% (this happens when the level of the attributes is similar between 168 alternatives) and in the other 8 scenarios were higher that 59% or lower than 39%. When the 169 alternatives have a similar probability to be chosen, the decision is expected to be difficult. We 170 defined these cases as "hard" scenarios. When the difference in the probability of choosing the 171 alternatives is large, it means that one alternative is much better than the other, and so the choice 172 is expected to be simpler. We defined these cases as "easy" scenarios. It is important to mention 173 that these easy scenarios do not include cases with dominant alternatives (i.e., an alternative with 174 choice probability close to 100%). That is, for easy scenarios a trade-off between the two 175 alternatives is still possible.
176
The 16 scenarios were randomly divided into 2 blocks of 8 scenarios presented to each the specific car most used by the respondent, the purpose this car was most used for, and the 185 kilometres driven daily. We then asked whether (and which car exactly) they intended to replace Net (Electrical Geodesic Inc., Eugene, OR) and amplified using an EGI Net Amps 400 amplifier.
201
The sampling rate was 1000 Hz and the data was referenced on-line to the vertex electrode (Cz).
202
We checked that the impedance at each electrode was less than 50 KΩ before starting the 203 continuous EEG recording. 
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
233
EEG results
234
The EEG data were analysed off-line using EEGLAB (version 2019; Delorme & Makeig, analyses, an alpha = .05 was used as the significance level and partial-eta-squared as a measure of 251 effect size (0.06 to 0.14 considered medium effect size, and > .14 considered large effect size). Our preliminary results suggest that more difficult decisions can recruit higher oscillation 275 frequencies (e.g., beta) which may play a role in helping people bind information (Spitzer and 276 Haegens, 2017; Ward, 2003; although we did not analysed oscillation frequencies beyond 30 Hz).
277
Previous work showed that theta power in frontal electrodes play an important role in reflecting 278 consumers' preferences for a product (e.g., Golnir-Nik et al., 2019). Although not significant in 279 the current study, we found a similar trend that frontal theta power can reflect consumers' 280 preferences when they had more than one alternative to choose from, which require them to weigh Table 2 reports the % of scenarios in the SC 292 experiments where the simulated probability was lower than 40% or higher than 60% (easy 293 scenarios). For the hard scenarios, i.e. where the probability is within 40%-60%, the probability of 294 choosing EV or ICV is 50-50%. We note that in our SC experiment, the EV was slightly favoured 295 for small and medium car size, and vice versa for the large car size. However, this is not relevant 296 given that one of the main objectives of this research was to analyse EEG power while participants 297 were making choices. First we note that the distribution of the choices in the online sample reflect the distribution 306 assumed in the SC experiment. The choices split almost equally between the EV and ICV, for all 307 car classes, when the tasks were hard, while there is a marked preference for EV for small and 308 medium cars (and for ICV for large car) when the tasks were easy.
309
Interestingly, this is not the case when respondents performed the same experiment in the 310 lab with EEG. In particular, results are opposite for the easy tasks, small cars, where respondents 311 prefer ICV more than EV cars. The case with hard tasks, however, is the one that shows the most 312 striking difference, with respondents clearly preferring ICV for small cars and EV for large cars.
313
We note that this effect is the same if we consider only the first 8 choice scenarios presented, or 314 all 32 scenarios. We can safely rule out the assumption of fatigue, learning or practise effect in the 315 analysis of these results (recall that in the online survey, each respondent evaluate 8 choice 316 scenarios, while in the lab experiment 32). Finally, we note the number of time the alternative 317 "none" was chosen in the lab experiment is significantly lower than in the online experiment. 
Where Uqjt is the utitliy that individual q associates to alternative j in the choice task t. X is a vector 
356
The conditional probability to choose the sequence of choices jt, is then given by the Table 3 reports the results of the mixed logit models estimated using the stated choice data 364 collected online. The first column (labelled "full experiment") reports the results from the entire 365 dataset, while the other two columns report the results specification estimated using only the tasks 366 classified as "easy" and as "hard". We can see that all coefficients have the expected sign, in 367 agreement with the microeconomic theory. As expected, the purchase price is the most relevant captured by the attributes called "sigma" and "rho") is highly significant and reveals also the 371 presence of significant random heterogeneity in the preference for EV and ICV.
372
The model estimation highlighted differences in participants' choice behaviours between the 373 easy and hard tasks. In the model estimated with only the easy tasks, purchase price and range 374 became slightly more significant, and in particular the preference for the range double, while CO2 Using a stated choice experiment built by manipulating the difficulty of the choice task, this work 396 showed easy and hard tasks lead to significant differences in participants' choice behaviours and 397 in the EEG responses. Our results confirm that hard decisions lead to higher cognitive demands 398 and larger EEG responses in electrodes on the frontal part of the scalp and these demands can lead 399 to choices inconsistent with the compensatory assumptions. In the SC literature, it is recommended 400 that the tasks should not be too easy, otherwise the choice would not be informative in terms of 
